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Enter the exclusive world of nuudo. -

where luminaires are not only functional but also

make a statement. The embodiment of luxury and

sophistication, our collection is designed to

transform any room into an oasis of stylish comfort

to provide an unforgettable lighting experience.

Every detail has been carefully designed to achieve

an aesthetic of sophistication and class.

nuudo.

Inspiring

nuudo. Arcano @ Restaurant Proto



nuudo. Neo @ Private villaPendant, recessed or surface-mounted, All with high Cri for an atmospheric lighting plan
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Modern &
Simplified
nuudo. partners with Casambi. Create freedom

when creating your lighting design by offering a

solution that allows you to create scenes, dim

lighting and adjust colours to create the perfect

atmosphere. Casambi has a user-friendly

interface and offers countless possibilities for any

lighting designer striving for perfection.



nuudo. Arcano & Versa @ Private villa
 

Slim en slank ontwerp door het gebruik van de Versa
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Comfort is what drives nuudo. 

Our series are designed with an eye for detail and equipped with

a high CRI to achieve the most optimal light image and create a

unique lighting experience. We know that comfort directly affects

our sense of relaxation and our ability to communicate and

interact with others.

With low glare, warm light colours and high colour fidelity, you

easily create the right ambience to arouse feelings and leave an

unforgettable impression.



nuudo. Pandion @ ResidencePerfectie en elegantie door de lage verblinding van de Pandion



 Integration
Comfort, which goes beyond creating the perfect light image

and optimal experience. That is why we have also thought about

things like integration, demo boxes and ease of installation. 

To make the sales and installation process even easier, we have

ensured that all our nuudo. luminaires come with 3D and LDT

files. This allows you to quickly integrate them into Dialux and

other lighting design programmes.

Fast

nuudo. Neo @ Th3 0ffic3



nuudo. Arcano & Versa @ Kuipershaven 
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series.
Fixture

PANDION NEO

ARCANO VERSA

DARK

VELA

ETAGE

FONDO

At nuudo. we cherish special moments and do all
we can to make them even more beautiful.
Everyone has their own experiences in creating
emotions and atmosphere. To accommodate all
these unique perspectives, we have developed
eight different series that you can personalise in
detail.

Each of these models has a beautiful aesthetic
that contributes to a great atmosphere. In
addition, they offer high comfort and the ability to
create smart lighting by using Casambi. This
makes the nuudo. series suitable for endless
applications within the residential, renovation or
hospitality sectors.



Comfortable and inspiring lighting
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Experience the effects of 

We understand that it can be difficult to decide which luminaire best

suits your project space. That is why we offer the opportunity to

request a demo box, so you can experience for yourself how our

luminaires can change the atmosphere in a room and how lighting

can reflect a company's emotions and values.

Would you like to request a demo box and discover how to create an

experience with lighting? Then feel free to contact us by scanning

the QR code.

Request a demo



nuudo. Neo en Versa @ Private residence  



nuudo. Arcano @ Hotel Vaes 



nuudo. Arcano @ The Villa Esthetisch en flexibel 48V Arcano



nuudo. Vela @ Private residence



nuudo. Fondo @ Private residence



nuudo. Etage @ Private residence



nuudo.Dark @ Private residence


